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 Invite your friends to join environmental activities 
 Voice out for the environment 
 Plant more native trees 

Some people think that replacing forests with palm oil plantations are of no harm since 

palm oil trees are “green” 

 

but what we really need to protect is the various kinds of flora 

and fauna in a forest, its rich biodiversity. 

 

 

 

Photo taken by Han Yi Chiew 

Photo taken by Dave Paton 

What can I do? 

 



 

So what’s so special about that? 

For a start, hornbills occupy a very special 

place in Sarawakian culture. The rhinoceros 

hornbill, with its distinctive curved orange red 

bill or casque, is featured on the Sarawak state 

crest. The ‘kenyalang’ feathers have cultural 

significance for the Ibans and other indigenous 

communities. Such feathers decorate some of 

their ceremonial dress, though today, they are 

wisely being replaced by more 

environmentally-friendly imitation feathers. 

Hornbill symbolism is also widely found in 

native art. 

What’s more, we cannot help but marvel at the 

sight of these magnificent birds with their 

enormous and seemingly heavy bills. In the 

case of the helmeted hornbill, the bill is actually 

solid and was traditionally used for carving 

items such as earrings. 

Other species have less dense, but no less 

impressive, bills. The species that lives near 

the Curtin Sarawak campus is the Oriental 

Pied Hornbill (Anthracoceros albirostris). The 

words ‘anthraco’ and ‘ceros’ come from the 

Greek words for coal and horn and refer to the 

black markings on the bill of this species. 

‘Albi’ is from Latin and means to be or go 

white; ‘rostrum’ is a Latin word for a platform or 

beak. So, from the name itself, you can picture 

a hornbill that is essentially black and white – 

hence the common name “Pied”, which means 

to have two different colours. 

Of the ten hornbill species found in Malaysia, 

the Oriental Pied Hornbill is one of the smaller 

ones of those more commonly found in coastal 

areas. However, only five individuals, all 

members of a single family, are currently 

known to inhabit the Piasau peninsula in Miri in 

December 2013. These birds are so special 

that you can even follow them on Twitter 

(Piasau Yelping @PiasauYelp) – but watch out 

as these birds don’t tweet but yelp!  You can 

also find and like them on the Facebook group 

‘Save Piasau Oriental Hornbill’.  

By now you must be wondering what the fuss 

is all about and what this has got to do with 

Curtin Sarawak. 

Photo taken by Dave Paton 

Hornbills in Miri 
by Dr. Dominique Dodge-Wan 

 

You might be surprised to learn that there 

are hornbills resident in Miri. I’m talking 

about the birds – yes, real live ones in the 

‘wild’, not in a zoo or a cage. 

 

While some people travel around the world 

to see such iconic animals, we are lucky to 

have them right on our doorstep – well, 

almost on our doorstep. In fact, to be 

precise, hornbills nest only 8.6km from 

Curtin Sarawak’s campus. 
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In 2012, a Casuarina tree on Piasau Camp 

was found to be home to an adult female 

hornbill and her two chicks. Hornbills are unlike 

other birds in that the female lays her eggs and 

incubates them in a hole in a tree. The 

entrance to the hole was sealed with clay by 

the adult male bird, leaving just a narrow open 

slit. It is through this slit that the father provided 

all the food needed by the mother and their 

growing chicks. 

He visited the nest several times a day and 

regurgitated food items stored in his neck, 

popping them through the slit to the three 

hungry birds inside. During the several months 

long ‘confinement’ and feeding period, three 

beaks (one large and two small) could 

sometimes be seen poking their heads out of 

the slit. When the chicks were big and strong 

enough to fly, the father hornbill broke open the 

seal of clay so that they could take flight.   

The family usually stays together, and the 

couple may return to the same nest for future 

breeding. Of course, for the birds to survive, 

the trees they nest in must be available, as well 

as the sources of food. 

If anything happens to the father while the 

mother and chicks are still in the nest, all 4 

birds would perish, not just one. If anything 

happens to their habitat, they will surely perish 

too. There is also the problem of maintaining a 

minimum viable community for reproduction. 

Members of Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) 

Miri Branch, and in particular its chairperson,  

Musa Musbah, have been keeping a keen eye 

on the activities of this hornbill family, which at 

present is the only one known in Miri. 

MNS is already spreading the word through 

articles in newspapers. in addition to 

organising bird walks and bird talks, to 

increase the Miri community’s awareness to 

the plight of the hornbills. It is hoped that the 

environmental value of the hornbill habitat and 

other surrounding green zones in Miri will be 

recognised and damage to the habitat can be 

avoided. 

Curtin Sarawak is lending its support to the 

‘Save the Hornbills’ campaign and would also 

like to provide our students with a unique 

opportunity to get to know the animals and 

plants surrounding us. You’ll be hearing more 

about hornbills during the course of the year as 

a number of activities and events at Curtin 

Sarawak are already in the planning as part of 

the ‘Save the Hornbills’ campaign. 

 

 

http://miribirding.blogspot.com/2010/07/birds-on-campus-curtin-university-miri.html. 

Know more about the birds that live on Curtin Sarawak Campus 

Photo taken by Dave Paton 

 

http://miribirding.blogspot.com/2010/07/birds-on-campus-curtin-university-miri.html
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Planning a Green City 
by Dr. Merlin Franco 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green Infrastructure & Green City 

Urban green infrastructure is a means of 

spatially organising urban environments to 

support a suite of ecological and cultural 

functions (Ahern 2007). 

In this apt definition for a green city, Ahern 

clearly distinguishes between green 

infrastructure and greenness. Unfortunately, 

very often, we see urban planners confusing 

these two elements, equating green 

infrastructure with green city. Green 

infrastructure should be the foundation on 

which the complex ecological and cultural 

functions of an urban landscape interact with 

each other. 

One of the widely referred models in urban 

landscape planning is the ABC (Abiotic, Biotic 

and Cultural) resource model. The model 

extensively deals with the impact of human 

beings on the abiotic and biotic components of 

an urban ecosystem (Ndubisi 2002). It also 

emphasises the need for considering all three 

components while planning an urban 

landscape. 

In this article, I explore various possibilities by 

which we could strike a balance between the 

abiotic, biotic and cultural components- an 

essential requirement for any ‘Green City’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Green Lung Space & the Importance of 

Native Trees 

One key factor that is indispensible for any city 

is the green lung space. A green city should 

have enough non-built areas reserved as ‘lung’ 

spaces. These spaces would ideally have 

diverse tree species that represent the flora 

native to that geographical region.  

Such lung spaces also come with recreational 

benefits as they also double as parks. We do 

find green parks at random patches in most 

Asian cities. However, they tend to function in 

isolation due to the ‘fragmentation effect’. 

For a healthy urban landscape, these lung 

spaces should be interconnected to each other 

through a corridor of trees and bushes. Avenue 

trees along road sides and waterways/bodies 

could easily serve as such corridors.  

A study done by researchers from UNIMAS 

shows that the majority of the avenue trees in 

Kuching are non-native (Zainudin et al., 2012). 

Of the 15,000 tree species in Borneo, how 

difficult would it be for us to find a few native 

tree species that can be planted along our 

beautiful roads and waterways?  

In addition, educational institutions such as 

schools and universities should also be 

encouraged to plant more native trees, thus 

doubling as green spaces. Original vegetation 

on pivotal landscapes such as hills, river & 

stream banks, estuaries and sand dunes 

should also be preserved as they also serve as 

lung spaces, genetic stocks or natural barriers. 

Photo taken from http://www.curtin.edu.my/Miri/ 

http://www.curtin.edu.my/Miri/


 

Sarawak - the Land of the Hornbills - is also 

the land of ethnic cultural diversity. Our native 

communities accord immense cultural values 

to various tree species that also play a 

significant role in the local ecosystem. Planting 

such local trees will not only serve the 

ecosystem, but would also remind people of 

the rich cultural heritage of the land. 

It is a wrong notion to believe that the mere 

planting of trees would help the urban 

ecosystem. If we are really keen on improving 

the quality of an ecosystem, the right approach 

would be to plant native vegetation that also 

support the native avian and insect populations 

(Schimdt &Whelan 1999; French et al. 2005). 

As cities grow, it is quite natural that built 

environments replace natural ones. As a part 

of this process, native trees are cut inevitably 

all over the world. At a later stage, the city is 

‘reverse greened’ with tree species - mostly 

exotic ones as they are mysteriously easier to 

procure and grow.   

These exotic ones do not offer much service to 

the ecosystem other than shade, aesthetics 

and noise buffering. A right approach here 

would be to identify the important tree species  

 

in a plot prior to its clearing and spare them 

from the axe while the ‘land developer’ builds 

housing units at a later stage.  

The stakeholders should take into account the 

benefits that these native trees could bring in 

terms of premium ‘green branding’. Clearing all 

the trees prior to building and planting exotic 

trees after the buildings have been built is 

more like beating around the bush. Sarawak 

Forestry’s commendable policy of planting only 

native tree species in afforestation 

programmes should be noted here. 

 

Home Energy Consumption 

One key requirement for green branding for a 

city is to reduce its energy requirement. This 

can be achieved by adopting simpler measures 

such as larger windows in housing units to 

permit more light and air. An extended roof 

overhang will reduce the incidence of radiation 

falling on walls, thereby keeping the air inside 

cooler. 

Ironically, the intermediate type of housing do 

not permit enough light and air to come in as a 

result of which people tend to spend more 

Photo taken by Liaw Wei Boon 



 

energy on air-conditioning, though it 

undoubtedly helps in cutting down 

construction costs. Creativity in 

designing both housing units and 

shop lots should be encouraged and 

building designs should ideally 

integrate the vibrant Native, Malay 

and Colonial designs. Diversity of 

designs serves as an incentive to 

the traveller while predictable, 

monotonous designs can actually be 

a turn off for a tourist as well as the 

inhabitants. The same has to be 

borne in mind while conceiving the 

city. Cities should not be seen as 

smaller replicas of the capital cities.  

 

 

Public Transportation 

Public transport holds the key for future. A 

cost-effective, comfortable and reliable public 

transport network will discourage people from 

using private vehicles. This in turn would bring 

down the level of air pollutants, besides 

decongesting the city. Even the worst polluting 

public bus is eco-friendlier than the greenest 

private car, considering the number of people 

moved per litre of fuel and the gases emitted. 

As cities grow, emphasis should be given to 

providing dedicated lanes/corridors for public 

transport which could also be utilised by the 

fire, police and ambulance services, who 

otherwise risk being delayed by traffic 

congestion. 

A robust public transport system should be 

augmented by metered taxis to attract tourists.  

 

 

 

 

 

An unreliable public transport and an 

unmonitored taxi system is a turn-off for 

tourists as they hike up tour expenditure. 

Dedicated cycling lanes and proper pedestrian 

walkways free from encroachments are also 

obligatory requirements for any green city. 

A stress-free life is an indispensable, yet often 

under-recognised requirement for a green city. 

A city such as Miri that is blessed with mature, 

smiling and easy going inhabitants, no road 

rage and superior law and order, would 

naturally rank higher in this aspect. 

However, the key is to sustain this stature 

amidst the continuing growth and 

conglomeration of population and futuristic, 

realisable visions can go a long way in shaping 

a green city. As Campbell (1996) says, “In the 

coming years, planners face tough decisions 

about where they stand on protecting the green 

city, promoting the economically growing city, 

and advocating social justice. 

  

 

Go green by opening up the curtains and letting natural 

sunlight illuminate your room while studying. 

Switch off the lights when there’s adequate sunlight 

Photo taken by Nadhirah Lathif 
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Cycling is an exercise that can be a pastime for people of all ages. Cycling can 

bring both physical and mental health benefits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Go Cycling 

Photo taken by Curtin Media Association 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Road bicycles have lighter frames and slimmer tires. They are suitable for riding on 

smooth pavement. They don't have suspension systems that absorb shock because they are 

not designed to ride over mountains. 

 

Mountain bicycles tires are large with significant tread, which helps to grab the surface 

and propel you forward when going uphill. They are suitable for riding on trails or mountain 

biking. The frame is heavier, and the bicycle has a suspension system. 

 

Find more information at http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Bicycle. 

Get Your Own Bicycle 

Cycle Safely 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DhoimtKYjc 

http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Bicycle
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DhoimtKYjc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DhoimtKYjc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DhoimtKYjc
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Curtin Veggie Garden was started by a group of enthusiastic green fingers which included the Curtin 

Environmental Club, Housing Services Department, students and staff of Curtin Sarawak on the 19th 

of October 2013. We share the joy of promoting green living and take gardening to be an enjoyable 

and fun activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

All our neighbouring communities are invited to join us for each of our events. We also hope to 

encourage more residents of the Lakeside Apartments to get involved in gardening as a pastime 

during their university life. We greatly appreciate and value everyone’s contribution of time, energy 

and skill toward making Curtin Veggie Garden a successful endeavour.  

 

 

Stay updated to our activities: http://www.facebook.com/CurtinVeggieGarden. 

  

 

Our event normally held on the first Friday 3pm of the month. 

http://www.facebook.com/CurtinVeggieGarden
http://www.facebook.com/CurtinVeggieGarden
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Single use, disposable products contribute to the wastage of our natural resources. 

 

 

Supported by 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Curtin Environmental Club uses and lends reusable cups & teaspoons for on-campus activities. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/curtincivilsociety/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Curtin-University-Mechanical-Engineering-Club-CUMEC/228516673847098
http://www.facebook.com/CurtinSwimmingClub13
http://www.facebook.com/CurtinBadmintonClub
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The Newspaper Bag Design & Break Competition sponsored 

by the Miri City Council saw 65 participants competing to see 

whose paper bag made from old newspapers could withstand 

the greatest weight. 

Winner Weight of Bag (g) Maximum Load (kg) 

Jason Ha Heng Teck 80 53.7 

Thien Chee Shen 90 49.3 

Ng Vui Ling 30 43.7 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
http://www.facebook.com/ph

oto.php?v=1020058718806466

0 

Champion Bag Load Test 

The Champion Bag 

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10200587188064660


 
 Biodegradable  Strong  Inexpensive  

Newspaper Bag 
 

 

Make Your Own  
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Hello, 
As someone who professes concern for the environment, I feel I 
must request your group take on the challenge of stopping the 
continuous idling of the Curtin campus bus fleet parked in the bus 
lot. Every day these old buses, which burn dirty diesel fuel, belch 
their toxic brew into the air. This happens all day long and creates an 
obvious air pollution problem on the campus which effects all living 
creatures (including humans). Surely something can be done about 
this. Is it really necessary for the buses to keep their engines 
running?  
  
Keep up the good work! 
Cheers, 
  

David Patenaude 
AAS BA MA 

English Lecturer | Intensive English Programme / School of Continuing 
Studies 
 

 

Photo taken from http://www.curtin.edu.my/future/shuttle.htm 

 
REDUCING 

Bus Idling 

Send your environmental concern to curtin.cec@gmail.com 

You may send your suggestion to us as well. 

CEC committees will think of what we can do 

 

Possible Action: 

CEC forwards the concern to authorities who may help with this. 

OFFICE OF STAFF AND 

STUDENT AFFAIRS 

It just takes 

your one email 

to help the 

environment. 

 

Try it out! 

Some 

Advice 
 REDUCED 

Bus Idling 

What could you do if you have an environmental concern? 

 

http://www.curtin.edu.my/future/shuttle.htm
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Message from CEC President 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The motivation to protect the environment is all around us. Starting off and running the 

Curtin Environmental Club (CEC) with some friends is the best I felt I could do as a 

student. I believe many of you can do much better than me, if you could spare time and 

effort for the environment.  

If you are still unsure about where to start, take your first step by joining CEC. 

The CEC committees and I would like to thank the Curtin Sarawak Environmental 

Sustainability Committee Chairperson, Mr. Nicholas Leong, Corporate Communications 

Department, Student Council, Chief Operating Officer, Mr. Nicholas Ching, Campus 

Services Department, Housing Services Department, and the Miri City Council for their 

support of CEC activities. I hope that you will continue supporting and getting involved 

in environmental activities for the betterment of the environment and the generations to 

come. 

Thank you. 

 

http://curtinenvironmentalclub.webs.com/contact-us

